The English poem recitation competition was held on 25 April 2018 for the students of class III. They enthusiastically participated in the same and recited the poems on various themes like – mother, nature, seasons and motivational topics like never give up and keep trying. They expressed and presented their poems very well.

**PRIZE WINNERS**

1. KEIYONA GHAI [III F]  
   Ist PRIZE  
   NEETI HOUSE

2. DRISHTI [III A]  
   IInd PRIZE  
   JYOTI HOUSE

3. VANDIT JAIN [III F]  
   IIIrd PRIZE  
   SHAKTI HOUSE

4. ANISHA VERMA [III C]  
   IIIrd PRIZE  
   PREETI HOUSE

5. SHOURYA SHARMA [III E]  
   ENCOURAGEMENT PRIZE  
   PREETI HOUSE

6. ADWITA LAL [III C]  
   ENCOURAGEMENT PRIZE  
   JAGRITI HOUSE